Annual Review 2015
The Landbouwbelang and Landhuis organized a varied
cultural program in 2015. We would like to present some
of the bigger events trough this overview of pictures and
comments.
There have been eight bigger events, with as an absolute highlight the Cirque du Platzak weekend. Apart
from that there have been several smaller activities, both regular and singular, such as:

Workshops, De DoorGeefWinkel, Theatre performances, Small concerts,
Pop-up restaurant evenings, Informative gatherings, Movie screenings,
etc.
Cirque du Platzak, Bertje Festival, LBB KT Party, Le
Grand Cirque du Balkan, Study group: Science of
meditation, Open Coffee Cries for Justice, Sustainable info market, DEAL? Art Expo etc, Spread
it – Vegan Spread and the Good Life, Pizza Maffioso, workshop Body awareness, Mini Swap Shop,
Retro Gaming Afternoon, Pop-up dinner Tibetan
Style, etc.

Painting by: Bob van Tilburg
The Landbouwbelang, it’s residents, users and regular volunteers is an organically unorganized diverse
bevy of artists, gooders, craftsmen, dancers, theatre performers and musicians.
Together we take care of 10.000 annual visitors who have a great time, but most of all are able to be
themselves and experiment in a uncommercial open and free place.

Le Grand Cirque du Balkan
A Secret Places Festival pre-party
25 April 2015 - 21:00 to 3:00
www.facebook.com/events/1375445439452483

The Pre-party of the Secret Places Festival; Nightscapes Productions and Le Grand Cirque du Balkan presented:
A full night of Balkan madness and other surprises.
Erik & the Worldly Savages (UK)
CONTAGIOUS FOLK PUNK ENERGY with Ethno Music Spiciness. Wild Music with a strong message to Fight
Boring Post-Modernity!
Hop Stop Banda (DE/RUS)
An obscure mix of folk music made up of Russian, Ukrainian, Jewish and Oriental elements and charged
with Latin/Balkan grooves. This is the kind of music that puts you in a good mood and gets you up on
your feet.
Hapu & Sòj Gipsy Beats and Balkan Swing
a touching mix between Gypsy, Balkan, Russenhits and other groovy sounds of the world
Radio Pang Pang
A member of Cirque du Platzak will provide us with the hottest dancing tunes!

Hop Stop Banda (RUS/DE)

We Festival 2015
The 4th of May to the 10th of May 2015
www.we-festival.org
www.facebook.com/events/1646154045608395

The WE-Festival is a non-profit sustainable organization run by a cohort of free-minded students, artists
and locals. As individuals we are constantly exploring new cultural landscapes, musical talents, magical
endeavours, and unexpected enlightenments. WE value these experiences and believe they should be
shared, that is why WE provide the platform to connect and collaborate these charms, voices, and ideas.
Together WE make it our mission to create an inspiring community of new friends, new stories, and new
futures.
The Landbouwbelang hosted several small events, such as the theatreplay “Trapped” by ConnAct Theatre.
“ConnAct is a small international group of students from a mix of faculties in Maastricht, who enjoy creating theatre.”
source: https://www.facebook.com/ConnAct-Theatre-368173193390151

“Trapped!“ of the ConnAct Theatre during the We Festival 2015

Chats de Brassala during the We Festival 2015

Cirque Du Platzak
9 May 2015 - 19:00 to 3:00
10 May 2015 - 14:00 to 22:00
www.facebook.com/events/824128717641528

Cirque du platzak is an international collective of 12 members, talented musicians and young circus artists that met for the first time in Tilburg NL.
They played after a short creation session their first group shows in the festival season of 2011 (festivals
like Mundial, onderstroom, Gitannekes) and what immediately struck was the potential and the energy of
this collective.
The combination of live music and circus are already for three years the foundation of the collective. The
free family atmosphere that the performances radiate make the image complete.
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This atmosphere is created by the different personalities and lifestyles of the artists from the collective,
combined with the love for traditional circus, freak shows and folk music. 12 separate characters each
with their own opinion but with one goal, a beautiful show.
Never thinking in problems only in solutions.

LBB Kunsttour Party
23 May 2015 - 17:00 to 3:00
www.facebook.com/events/826983884061004

The KunstTour is an annual, Euregional art event in Maastricht that lasts for several days.
It is the moment in the year in which de entire art chain, from starting to established artists from hatchery to recognized institute, can present itself to a wide audience. The ‘Now’- moment for the audience to
meet the artists, artistic initiatives and art institutions from Maastricht and the Euregion in an unforced
and accessible setting.

The Landbouwbelang presented this year:
DICTATOR CHIPS, DJ NOZ, DJ TRICKY, FLEDERMAUS FANTASIES ( SJANG KABANG/BELFELD/MR ANSJOVIS/
BORDEAUX), DJ NOZ, DER FUNFTE ROBOTER, DJ HAGELSLAG, VJ Az XXL.

Secret Places Festival
by Nightscpapes Productions
The 27th to 29th of May 2015
www.secretplacesfestival.nl

The Secret Places Festival takes place once a year, at an unexpected or forgotten location, a location
normally not accessible for the audience, a location normally not used for cultural purposes. The Secret
Places Festival is created and designed by Nightscapes Productions on and in harmony with the festival
location in question.
Whereas other festivals only focus on the music, the Secret Places Festival emphasizes on an interdisciplinary cross-over experience with a sniff of Nightscapes magic.
Nightscapes Productions is one of the users of the Landbouwbelang. With the support of the LBB they
are able to create beautiful events.
www.nightscapesproductions.nl
The next edition of the Secret Places Festival takes place 27/28/29 May 2016.

Palestine Festival 2015
11 September 2015 - 15:00 to 22:00
12 September 2015 - 13:00 to 22:00
www.facebook.com/events/1447647692209387

“Cries for Justice” and ABP Liege are organized the Palestine Festival at the Landhuis and Landbouwbelang in Maastricht.
Two days of culture; dance, food, music, expo, fashion, traditional dresses, speakers and more.
The Palestinian culture is represented in many different ways. Both days we will show a small selection of
objects, dresses and photographs of Palestinian culture, we will have lovely food, information stands and
an opportunity to buy Palestinian products.

We will host two small Photo expositions: “Gaza seen by its children” by Asmaa Seba, a Belgian photographer who spent a year in the Gaza strip as part of an Art-Photo project which gave the opportunity to
6 children aged from 6 to 11 years in refugee camps, to express themselves through photography, and
additionally photos by Shukri Mahmoud from Gaza, who is working as a psychotherapist with children
suffering from PTSD.

Workshop / Brainstorm
14 September 2015 - 17:00 to 20:00

Is Maastricht an international university city or a city with a university?
Mayor Annemarie Penn – te Strake took the initiative to create these meetings. There has been a search
to a composition of ‘non usual suspects’.
Maastricht profiles itself as an international university city, but what makes a city a university city? What
exactly is the difference, c.q. what more can Maastricht do to become an international university city? Mr.
Geraedts en Mr. Soete wil introduce the theme with a short pitch.
The Landbouwbelang and Landhuis were honoured with this unofficial visit of our new mayor. Although
we as Stichting ’06 were not invited to take part in this workshop, we still see it as a recognition of our
place as an important stage for subcultures and our function as springboard and breeding place for
young talent.

LA FANFARRIA DEL CAPITAN
+ Xangô
3 October 2015 - 8:30 to 3:00
www.facebook.com/events/992087727478408

The band was created in Argentina in 2004, creators of the “Latin Fanfarre”, genre that combines ska, rock,
balcan and latin music. Along the way, musicians from around the world have joined the band and today
Capitan´s ship is more than a band, it is a way of living!
The band is actually preparing their 4 album and tours around the whole world, working together with
musicians from countries like Argentina, Mexico, Brazil, Netherlands, Macedonia, Greece, Spain, China
and Japan, who help create the mistic and diversity of their music. (http://www.lafanfarriadelcapitan.
com)

DJ) Xangô is a Dutch DJ/selector from Maastricht
spinning vintage Brazilian music. All original vinyl
from the 60’s, 70’s and 80’s. Disco e Cultura!
Xango spins ‘southern soul’: everything from Brazilian carioca funk to hardhitting salsa, from haunting afrobeat to sunny island funk, from delicious
descarga tunes to Eastern European bossa.
http://www.mixcloud.com/xango/

http://www.mixcloud.com/xango/

BERTJE Festival
BONE CULT ( UK )
9 October 2015 - 8:30 to 3:00
		

https://www.facebook.com/events/844221858966842/

BONE CULT // REPLICA JESUS // GERMANOTTA YOUTH // BEARFOOT BEWARE
are a ‘Death-Electronica’ duo bringing a heavier sound to their energetic live set. Using a combination of
distinctive masks and an incredible light show, their set is a unique experience. After their recent free-todownload EP release, Bone Cult have begun playing across the UK to enthralled audiences.

http://bonecult.co.uk/

International Festival of CAMOUFLAGED Art
13 November 2015 - 6:23 to 9:23
www.facebook.com/events/1083105818367878/

A project of collective creation, initiated in Manizales, Colombia, by: Sarah Gonzalez, Sebastian Rivera &
SinQuenza Cornelius Quenza.
Maastricht edition by Virginie Moerenhout.

ONE PAGE A4 B/W: More than 45 artworks from 23 countries.
What is art? How to camouflage it? Art camouflaged as commodity, as product, as object, as trash, as
material, as propaganda, as food, as weapon, as art. Art as a virus, camouflaged to spread ideas faster.”
Performing as part of the expo Circle Circus • Hoop Dance Maastricht and Josine Rijkelijkhuizen. Violin by
Max Swagemakers en Hans Daniel van Dorssen, Martial arts performance by Carlo & junior Bonnie,
Video projection from Arjen Zuidgeest, Lorenzo Rietveld,
Music from Agrabah / Fran Marcos, Dzjengis Clan and Ivo van Megen.
Art-Bar-ladies Loes Brok and Mareike Smolka dressed by Solmode.
On display the “Fire-tree” from Patrick Bastiaanse, the “witte Machine” van Obed Verbeek and the Blenderbike from Hu Ramboraket with blender-bike-boy Sina. Kaleidoscope by Arek Laskowski. Video Drone
by Christopher Wiggins. Poembike sponsered by De Krakende Fiets and Nightscapes Productions. Eikel
Kino’s starlights sponsered by Theater a/h Vrijthof.
Project registratie Bert Janssen.

Het Landhuis Maastricht
http://www.hetlandhuis.org

The Landhuis is a young initiative; in 2009 we started with the renovation. In the same time a group formed in Maastricht who wanted to realise the Transition Towns ideals. This failed due to endless meetings
with to few concrete results. In 2011 the Landhuis was liveable and now the small Transition Towns group
that was left had a physical place to shape it’s dreams and ideals.
The Landhuis has to re-invent itself again and again. This has to do with the qualities, dreams and decisiveness that it’s participants bring with them. A wonderful dynamic of core activities and sweet invasions
has been created in four years. A city-community with people of each stroke has been formed. It became
the open living room of Maastricht; for meetings and action. The Landhuis gives a face to sustainability.
Because if this it has become an inspiring setting for people from Maastricht and it’s region. People from
Belgium, about three kilometers away, also like to take part in the Landhuis activities.
The Landhuis is a independent initiative with its own foundation, thoug it is inseparable from the Landbouwbelang.

Demotech
http://www.demotech.org

An annual review is not complete without a picture from our eldest inhabitant Reinder van Tijen and
Demotech, an idealistical foundations establisched in 1975, which makes designs for mostly agricultural
irrigation and sanitary facilities in third world countries.
The foundation had workshops on the Royal Institute for the Tropics in Amsterdam, in a church in Utrecht
and in an old stable in Dieren. Since 2004 the organisation has a workshop and office in the Landbouwbelang in Maastricht, an old squatted factory. Demotech gathered a group of volunteers around itself
and is provides internships for students of Maastricht University and the Technical University Eindhoven.
It’s all about “design for self-reliance” designs in which hightech principals are translated to an implementation that can be understood, made and maintained by farmers in poor countries.
The used materials such as wood, old rubber tires, bamboo, cement, rope en rebar are cheap, available
everywhere and don’t require specialised tools to work them.

DADA The revolt of Art
15 Januari 2016 - 15:30 to 23:00
www.facebook.com/events/1684215475146068

Expo runs from 15 till 21 of Januari. open from 14.00- 16.00 h.
Sunday 17 Januari; Dadaist photo workshop by Bert Janssen
What is Dada? Dada is elusive, paradoxical, absurd, surrounded by myths and hilarious stories.
The great influence of Dada: both the CoBrA movement as Provo may call himself heir to Dada, and Surrealism, the Situationists, Fluxus, Pop Art, Monty Python’s Flying Circus and the punk movement - Dada
has produced many children ...
Dada is the absurd answer to the absurdity of war, a biting satire on the complacency of the bourgeoisie,
a distorting mirror in which the laughable “rationality” of “civilization” is mirrored and then assuming the
form of a Medusa who with her look of terror petrifies spectators. Dada is, in short, the jester with jokes
but in a bitter and desperate mood true a culture that scourges itself in lies and false pretence..
Dada or Dadaism was an art movement of the European avant-garde in the early 20th century.

Landbouwbelang ANNUAL 2015

SOMETHING ABOUT WHOMADE IT
AND WHO THOUGT OF IT
ALSO ABOUT WHO JOINED IN HELPING OUT
AND WHO MADE THE PHOTOGRAPHS

Annual made by
Arjen Zuidgeest
www.gotomedia.biz

Bert Janssen

www.bertjanssen.eu

with help from
Loes Brok
www.loesbrok.nl

Marit Rijk

AKA DJ McFluff

Links

Chats de Brassala

www.facebook.com/chatsdabrassala

Cirque du Platzak
www.cirqueduplatzak.com

Cries for Justice

www.facebook.com/criesforjustice

Demotech

www.demotech.org

DICTATOR CHIPS
www.dictatorchips.org

Gemeente Maastricht
www.gemeentemaastricht.nl

Thanks to
Ilvy Maijen

www.ilvyfotografie.nl

Jan Smeets

www.smeetstekst.nl

Jos Horbach

www.facebook.com/105166899514673/n
nog evenvolhouden.....ow hij is aan het bellen

Virginie Moerenhout
www.swampwood.nl

Het Landhuis

www.hetlandhuis.org

Kunstour Maastricht
www.kunsttour.com

LA FANFARRIA DEL CAPITAN
www.lafanfarriadelcapitan.com

Nightscape Productions
www.nightscapesproductions.nl

We Festival

www.we-festival.org

Copyleft
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